JA Sample Customized Company Support Recap re: Workplace Giving

Subject: Thank You for Supporting Junior Achievement!

Thank you for your ongoing dedication to Junior Achievement of the Upper Midwest (JAUM). As a JA Corporate Council member, I am proud to report that JAUM completed their most successful year to date, reaching XXXX students with XX million hours of personal finance education during the XXXX school year. Our efforts made a meaningful difference in JA’s work with more than XXX volunteers teaching JA programs to XXX area students. We also provided $XXX in financial resources through corporate contributions and event participation.

With increased demand for programs across the region, we will be working to build our partnership so more students can benefit from the JA experience this year. Please don’t forget about the opportunity to support JA by designating a gift through our employee giving campaign. Your support can make a significant impact.

- $500 brings JA programming to an entire class
- $150 provides an at-risk student a scholarship for JA Summer Camp
- $50 teaches personal finance to a high school student through JA Finance Park
- $30 helps an elementary student learn the role people play in a local economy

Read JAUM’s stories of success to learn more. Designated gifts can be made by listing Junior Achievement of the Upper Midwest, 1745 University Ave W, St. Paul, MN 55104 on the designation section of this year’s pledge form. Questions about designating a contribution can be directed to LaChelle Williams at 651.255.0031 or lachelle@jaum.org.

Thanks again for all you have done to make our partnership with Junior Achievement strong. We look forward to another great year. Together, we can provide the next generation with the knowledge and skills needed to succeed in school and beyond.